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THE INFORMATION IN THIS PRESENTATION DOES NOT CONSTITUTE 
LEGAL ADVICE. I AM NOT A LAWYER, NOT EVEN A HOTSHOT 
LINCOLN LAWYER, AND I CANNOT GIVE LEGAL ADVICE.



FIND HUMAN 
RESOURCE SUPPORT! 
TRUSTEE CHAIR; 
TRUSTEE PERSONNEL 
COMMITTEE; TOWN 
HUMAN RESOURCE 
OR ATTORNEY / 
VERMONT LEAGUE OF 
CITIES AND TOWNS; 
NON-PROFIT? –
ATTORNEY.



Confidentiality

Consistency

Courage

Conversations

Commitment

Communication

Caring

Regular meetings

Position descriptions

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY

T h e  i m p o r t a n c e  o f  m a n a g i n g  w e l l .

https://www.flickr.com/photos/justinmatthewmedia/23734626685
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/


THE SAME DAY 
SUMMARY

Former employment 

attorney and author 

Jathan Janove writes 

for Society for Human 

Resource 

Management Online 

on how to inject 

greater humanity into 

HR compliance. 

“Readers of my column know that I'm 

no fan of "progressive" discipline. In 

my view, it's a demoralizing, 

judgment-based, punishment-

oriented approach that's ineffective 

and tends to combine insult with 

injury.”

What Team Sports Can Teach Us About DE&I (shrm.org)

https://www.shrm.org/resourcesandtools/hr-topics/employee-relations/humanity-into-hr/pages/what-team-sports-can-teach-us-about-dei.aspx


Ebbinghaus's Forgetting Curve 

- Why We Keep Forgetting and 

What We Can Do About It 

(mindtools.com)

• Memories weaken 

over time

• The biggest drop in 

retention happens 

soon after learning

• It's easier to 

remember things that 

have meaning

• The way something is 

presented affects 

learning

• How you feel affects 

how well you 

remember

https://www.mindtools.com/a9wjrjw/ebbinghauss-forgetting-curve


Same Day summary (SDS)
• Short and to the point

• Lists key takeaways

•Who will do what by when

•Critical facts or understandings

•Recognition of constructive behavior

•Written as soon as possible after the 

real-time conversation

•Recipient is invited to add anything 

they think was omitted or to correct 

perceived misstatements

Down with Documentation 

(shrm.org)

DON'T LIMIT THE SDS TO EMPLOYEE 

DISCIPLINE. 

The Same Day Summary at Work 

(shrm.org)

https://www.shrm.org/resourcesandtools/hr-topics/employee-relations/humanity-into-hr/pages/putting-humanity-into-hr-compliance-down-with-documentation.aspx
https://www.shrm.org/resourcesandtools/hr-topics/employee-relations/humanity-into-hr/pages/putting-humanity-into-hr-compliance-the-same-day-summary-at-work.aspx


To: Pat

From: You

February 1, 2023

Subject: Our discussion this morning about your attendance

Hi Pat,

This is a summary of our conversation. Please let me know if I missed anything.

I pointed out that you arrived today at 8:15 a.m.; that your shift begins at 8 a.m.; and that last Tuesday you 
arrived at 8:10 a.m., which we discussed at that time.

I emphasized that it's necessary you arrive here regularly at 8 a.m.

You gave me your assurance you will do what's necessary so that I can rely on you being here at your 
scheduled time.

Best,

You



Same Day summary (SDS)
•Common mistakes:

•Wordiness

• Less is more; salient, 

specifics.

•Continuing the conversation

• You are simply 

memorializing, not opining, 

embellishing, reflecting, or 

adding. It’s a summary, not 

a conversation substitute.

•Delay

• The longer you delay, the 

more likely you will misstate 

or omit.

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-NC-

ND

3 Tools to Replace 

Conventional Employee 

Discipline (shrm.org)

https://waldenwritingcenter.blogspot.com/2014/11/how-to-give-useful-peer-feedback.html
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/
https://www.shrm.org/ResourcesAndTools/hr-topics/employee-relations/humanity-into-hr/Pages/3-Tools-to-Replace-Conventional-Employee-Discipline.aspx?utm_source=marketo&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=editorial~HR%20Daily~NL_2022-12-19_HR-Daily&linktext=3-Tools-to-Replace-Conventional-Discipline&mktoid=50293012&mkt_tok=ODIzLVRXUy05ODQAAAGIyiHh2PvSWnlIOdFLyQKEsVZNp6UU4-hO0p7BheRnOZy_uvGtb2qlnLTku4uAx6Qp9VsRkzhj0tDYUSlzJWeZraQqX-R6-Bs_L9pqdmn4zRurlk71


https://templatelab.com/perform

ance-improvement-plan/



IS A PIP APPROPRIATE?

Do you want 
them to 
succeed?

The whole point 

of a PIP is to 

ensure 

employee 

success, or that 

you’ve done 

your best to 

help them 

succeed. Don’t 

PIP if you are 

not committed.

Can it be 
fixed?

Is it likely the 

issue can be 

“fixed” through 

an improvement 

plan? Insolence 

and 

insubordination 

may not lend 

themselves to a 

plan. 

Training? 
Personal life?

Has the 

employee 

received proper 

training? Is 

there a known 

personal issue 

that may be 

affecting the 

employee’s 

performance?

Is it 
documented?

Is there an 

actual 

performance or 

behavioral issue 

that can be 

substantiated? 

SDS’s, 

documented 

examples, 

specific 

instances, etc.



When to use a 

Performance Improvement 

Plan (PIP)
• The supervisor sincerely wants to 

help the employee succeed.

• When performance in one or more 

core competencies is (chronically) 

unsatisfactory compared to 

expectation standard.

https://templatelab.com/performance-

improvement-plan/



https://templatelab.com/performa

nce-improvement-plan/

Some content from template #15, found at “templatelab.com”

Define the 
concern and 
standards 

that must be 
met

Identify the 
changes that 

must be made

Establish 
goals 

(SMART), 
resources, 

training, and 
timetable for 
meeting the 

standard

Provide 
consistent, 
timely, and 
on-going 
feedback

Evaluate 
whether 

standards 
have been 

met

How to Establish a Performance 

Improvement Plan (shrm.org)

https://www.shrm.org/resourcesandtools/tools-and-samples/how-to-guides/pages/performanceimprovementplan.aspx


Performance Improvement Plan
• Don't procrastinate – be timely

• Consider SDS first

• Keep this confidential – respect privacy

• Keep it as simple and direct as possible

• Provide written formal review of 

progress at least once during the 

process (halfway; monthly; whatever is 

appropriate)

• Allow reasonable time for employee to 

demonstrate improvement

• Remember to focus on positive aspects 

of their work too

Putting Humanity into HR: Put Positive 

Pep into PIPs (shrm.org)

https://templatelab.com/performance-

improvement-plan/

Progressive 

Discipline | Policies | Human 

Resources | Vanderbilt University

https://www.shrm.org/resourcesandtools/hr-topics/employee-relations/pages/putting-humanity-into-hr-put-positive-pep-into-pip.aspx
https://hr.vanderbilt.edu/policies/progressive-discipline.php


Progressive discipline
• Verbal warning

• Clarify expectations, policies

• Impact of incident or violation

• Document “verbal” warning

• Written warning

• Describes unacceptable behavior

• What further disciplinary action 

will occur if repeated

• Final written warning

• Termination 

• When misconduct, poor 

behavior or 

incompetence are at 

issue.

• Severity of incident or 

behavior
• Dishonesty

• Policy violation

• Violation of the law

• Insubordination

• Alcohol and drug use

• Safety risks to oneself or 

others
Here you need an attorney even more. If you are a municipal library, the 

VLCT – Municipal Assistance Center has SHRM-certified labor attorneys on 

staff, and there is legal advice available through the town.



CAN YOU FIRE SOMEONE WITHOUT WARNING? 

CONSIDER: CONTRACT. UNION MEMBERSHIP. 
PERSONNEL POLICY AND PROCEDURE. 

DISCRIMINATION, FMLA, IMPLIED 
AGREEMENTS.

Breaking the law? Breaking policy? Dishonesty?

ADMINISTRATIVE LEAVE > FACT FINDING > TERMINATION



THANK YOU!

Gary Deziel
Community development Specialist
UVM Extension

gary.deziel@uvm.edu

mailto:gary.deziel@uvm.edu


Wife’s rendition of Gary’s 

Ebbinghaus’ Curve


